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In this assignment students were asked to design a still life composition in the photo lab and reproduce it in CGI.
The goal was to learn as much as possible about controlling physical lighting, and understand the behaviour of
different real-world materials. After analyzing the outcome they selected the appropriate tools and techniques
to mimic the results in 3D renderings. (The images show the reproduced digital renderings.)
The class instruction included: composition and design elements, camera, lenses, lighting, 3D modeling, texturing,
3D lighting and rendering.

Digital Still Life Course: 3D Modeling
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An art+design studio group project. Paper Town VR is an interactive art installation that immerses the user in a
miniature 360° physical environment that can be experienced remotely through VR. The integral part of this 
project is a handcrafted artwork that adds a human touch to the experience. Utilizing a motorized camera as a
scaled-down vantage point, the user can observe the scenery and goings-on of a tiny two-dimensional village as
if it existed at a human scale.

Immersive Expressions exhibition, ACM SIGGRAPH 2017, Los Angeles (USA).

Paper Town VR, ► Project link Course: Experimental Studio

http://www.polyzaar.com/papertownvr
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Visual effects, ► Video link Course: Advanced 3D Productions

“Time to Fly” is a group project focusing on visual effects and integration of CGI elements with live action. 
The class instruction included compositing, green screen, camera tracking, 3D modeling and rigging. 

3rd place at Hamburg Animation Award, Hamburg (Germany).

Experimental Animation, ► Video link Course: Advanced 3D Productions

This is a group project focusing on experimental techniques for digital animation. 
The class instruction included story and character development, 3D modeling and rigging, animation, look re-
search and development. Making of presentation ► Video link.

Selected for Panorama screening at the Melbourne International Animation Festival (Australia).
Bronze in Film, Film Craft: Animation category at the Crowbars Award, Singapore.

Individual Animation Projects Course: 3D Animation

Examples of animated short films produced by individual students in my studios. The main focus was on story
and character design. The production time is about 14 weeks.

► Video link ► Video link ► Video link

http://krysign.com/studentwork/videos/32.mp4
http://krysign.com/studentwork/videos/12.mp4
http://krysign.com/studentwork/videos/13.mp4
http://krysign.com/studentwork/videos/24.mp4
http://krysign.com/studentwork/videos/23.mp4
http://krysign.com/studentwork/videos/14.mp4
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The augmented-reality scavenger hunt takes users on a journey through the Imagination Corridor located on NC
State’s campus to discover exciting Australian animals. Working with the College of Sciences, Department of 
Biology, a group of students were tasked to design, develop and publish an app that is triggered by beacon 
technology hidden at various locations on campus. The educational app contains information about animals in
form of illustrations, videos, and recorded audio commentary. The assignment included user interface design,
gamification, illustration, video and audio editing, and programing. 

Scavenger hunt App with Beacons, ► Project link Course: Interactive Studio

The Giant Moa, ► Video link Course: Advanced 3D Productions

The Giant Moa was a collaboration with the Auckland Museum and the short film blends CGI animation with live
footage charting the animated Moa's hypothetical journey from the bush into the contemporary world, ending
up in the Natural History section of the museum - face-to-face with the Museum's iconic Moa model. The project
has received highly acclaimed reviews from extinction biologists.
Making of presentation ► Video link.

http://krysign.com/studentwork/videos/22.mp4
http://krysign.com/studentwork/videos/21.mp4
https://design.ncsu.edu/australian-safari-app/
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An interactive glove meant to gamify physical therapy - in this case, learning simple piano songs while doing a
physical therapy hand exercise meant to restore mobility to the fingers. Patients, when told to do certain exercises
at home, often forget to do so or find the exercises tedious. The purpose of the project was to make physical
therapy more fun and engaging for patients to do on their own time, addressing the problem of patient 
compliance. The project was completed by 5 students in a studio course focusing on design and development of
interactive interfaces.

DITI - Digital Therapy Interface, ► Video link Course: Interactive Studio

Interactive Puppet Theatre, ► Video link Course: Interactive Art Studio

An individual final project using fabricated elements and physical computing to tell a story. The show challenges
young children to follow the character’s journey around the world and feed the native animals as they appear.
The idea behind the project was to replace the familiar digital screen with a physical stage while giving the 
interactive control meaning in the story.

ArtScience Museum, Singapore 2013.

http://krysign.com/studentwork/videos/7.mp4
http://krysign.com/studentwork/videos/3.mp4
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Caption is an interactive art installation that encourages people to rediscover the value of tangible connections
through art and technology. It uses projected images and motion capture with Kinect. The users are encouraged
to interact with one another through the installation. Then images are printed as a prompt to make that 
connection real. The project was produced by a group of three students.

Singapore Night Festival at Singapore Art Museum, 2013. 

Caption, ► Project link Course: Interactive Art Studio

Physical Interface for Real-Time Data, ► Video link Course: Interactive Studio

Through many iterations with analog sensors, fabrication and programming, a group of students have designed
a robust physical interface through which users can both select and view real time weather information for cities
around the world. Weather Zones consists of three parts: the analog user interface, the digital backend, and the
mechanical display. The user can slide to select between five world destinations. As soon as the slider arrives at
a specific destination, the backend code loads the real-time weather data associated with the destination, and
sends this information to servo motors on the mechanical display. Aesthetically, this information manifests as an
environmental change of the illustrative elements on the display using an exposed pulley system to physically
deliver the data and indicate the type of real-time weather present at the selected destination. As the user moves
the slider to other destinations, the mechanical display will adjust its environment to reflect the pertinent 
information in real time. 

http://krysign.com/studentwork/videos/4.mp4
http://krysign.com/studentwork/videos/6.mp4
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Students were tasked to gamify sustainability education and design games that teach sustainability to different
age groups. They developed original board games paired with a digital app component to enable the dynamic
input of information and this way make the game more interesting each time is played. In order to complete this
project the students had to research the internal conflict areas between economy, environment and equity, and
come up with a meaningful narrative for the games.

International Conference on Education and New Learning Technologies, Barcelona (Spain), 2017.

Gamification, ► Project link Course: Introduction to Game Creation Studio

Game Design and Development Course: Introduction to Game Creation Studio

FoxTrot follows a fox named Todd, who must journey across the land, solving puzzles and interacting with a diverse
cast of animal groups as they all struggle to find out who or what is the cause of the drought devastating the
land. This game was inspired by research into the ongoing drought in California. The drought, which began in
2011, has been inciting division among different interest groups who all lay the blame with other rival groups.
This concept was the basis of the conflicts found between the animal clans portrayed.

https://epolyak4.wixsite.com/adn460games2016
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Board Games, the following article is from the magazine “Casual Games Insider”
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